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WASHINGTON -- The Dominican Republic is looking to
w_1slrington for help recovering at leasi $g0 million in-clamages from
a u.s. utility it accuses of dumping thousands of tons of coaf ash on
the country's beaches, sickening residents and harming the tourism
industry.
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The Dominican govemment has hired a washington lawyer to
attempt to open settlement talks with the company, AES Corp., or
failing that, to file a lawsuit in u.s. courts ag;inst AES before a twoyear statute of limitations expires late next week.
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The government says 82,000
tons of coal ash were shipped
from an AES plant in Guayama,
Puerto Rico, and left on beaches
in Manzanillo and the Samana
Bay port town of Arroyo Barril
between October 2003 and
March 2004 without proper
government permits.
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"It's had a devastating impact
upon the economy of these two
communities. Their tourist
traffic is off 70 percent in
Samana and down shaqply in
Manzanillo as well," said Bart
Fisher, the Washington attorney
hired by the Dominican
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Nora Boustany's column
reporting on Washington's
diplomatic community
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govemment. "It's had a
devastating impact on the health
of the people living near the
toxic dumps in terms of
respiratory problems and
asthma, and some have died in
fact."
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The country is seeking at
paumred by Det.icio.ue
$80 million in compensation for
economic damage,
environmental cleanup and monitoring, and health screening of the
local population. In Manzanillo, townspeople were hired to move the
ash without protective gear, such as maskq Fisher said. In addition,
the dump site there is next to a mangrove swamp where cattle, gouit
and pigs feed, and there is fear toxins have enteied the food chiin, he
said.

_Ylu talk to these people, they all think they're sick because of

thiso"

Fisher said.

In pwsuing its claim, the Dominican Republic is taking on a
company that counts a member of the former Reagan and nush
administrations among its top executives. Richard Darman, chairman
of the AES board of directors, was director of the Offrce of
Management and Budget in the first president Bush's administration
and a deputy treasury secretary in the Reagan administation.
AES confirms the ash originated at its plant but says it did nothing
improper, and that the dispute is between the Dominican government
and a Florida company AES hired to transport the ash.
"We think they're unsubstantiated and have no merit," AES
spokeswoman Robin Pence said of the Dominican government's
allegations.
AES pointed to a statement n2004 by an official in the Dominican
Republic's previous administration saying that the ash was harmless
and that proper permits.were obtained to dispose of it. However, the
current administration conducted its own investigation and found
otherwiseEnvironmental studies commissioned by the Dominican government
are under way to determine the ash's impact on ocean life-, including
whether pollution has driven whales farther out to sea, Fisher said.
whale-watching is a major part of the countlr's tourism industry.
state Department is not involved in the complaint lodged
by the Dominicans but is aware of it, deparhnent spolieswoman-Jan
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The curent Dominican govemment has pursued a comrption case
against a former environmental official accused of granfing improper
permits for the ash disposal, and is trying to extradiie a Fl;ridi
businessman, Roger charles Fina, whose firm was hired by AES to
transport the ash.

But the case has drawn little attention beyond the Dominican
Republic's borders.
There was no answer
Wednesday at a telephone
number listed as Fina's when
The Associated Press called
several times seeking comment.
A lawyer representing him in
the Dominican Republic had no
immediate comment.

Ari Hershowitz of the Natural
Resources Defense Council said
his group recently became
aware of the ash-dumping case
and is researching it before
deciding whether to pursue
action in Washington.
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"'We're always concemed when
U.S. companies dump materials
overseas,r' he said. "Coal ash is
something that needs controlled
management and there are
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detailed U.S. laws on how to
properly manage and dispose of
the waste, and this is the kind of
stuff you wouldn't want your
kids to play on."

AES operates in more than two
dozen countries throughout
North America, Latin America,
Europe, the Middle East, Africa
and Asia. It is a major provider
of electricity in the Dominican
Republic, a Spanish-speaking
Caribbean nation of roughly 9
million people.
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teporting on Washington's
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Dominican Republic Suing Power Company AES Over
Rockash Dumping
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SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico, March 20, 2006, CaribbeantNVESTOR
- The
government of the Dominican Rep_ublic (D.R.) has retained washington counsel
and is going into the u.s. District court of Delaware Thursday deminding
payment of us$80 miilion for damages to the environment of tne o.R. oy-nes
corporation for exporting toxic rockash deposited in Manzanillo and samana.\
in violation of a solid waste removal permit.
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"Puerto Rico created this problem by not properly monitoring the permit which
was issued to AES when it established its powerfacility on the south coast of
Puerto Rico," said Bart Fisher, the washington attomey retained by D.R.
minister of the Environment Max Puig. "The responsibiiity for this catastrophe is
wide spread and includes not only the D.R. and AES bui puerto Rico and'the
Nati<
U.S. as well," said Fisher.
$erv
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AES transported 59,000 tons of the rockash, produced by the AES plant in
Guayama, to the D.R. where 32,000 tons was deposited at the port in
Manzanillo and another 27,000 tons at the port of Arroyo Barril in samana
province. The transfers took place between october zoo3 and March 2004.
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"when AES commenced operations in puerto Rico they agreed to take out all
waste produced by the plant," said Fisher, pointing out that the transfer of the
rockash was given over to a firm r1 Del Rey, Florida called silverspot headed
by a Dominican-American called Roger Charles Fina. The attomey indicated
that the Silverspot firm is no longer in business and Fina has been declared
fugitive from justice and the D.R. Govemment issued a wanant for his
Feb. 10. Fina allegedly stated in Puerto Rico at the time the
commenced that the waste were "in transit to be transformed and then shipped
to the U.S.," said Fisher.

a
anest
transfers
by

Fisher.further charges that AES "sought to outsource its criminal act
exporting the waste to the D.R. by customs fraud and criminal means with Fina
acting as its agent. Fina is a creation of AES by misrepresenting the
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compliance of AES with the Basel convention which govems the transport of
waste material."

u.s. policy since the administration of president John F. Kennedy has opposed
the export of solid waste to third world countries without the establishmehi of
proper land fills, according to Fisher. "The claim of the D.R. is for $g0 million for
actual damage but it could be much more," said Fisher, pointing out that the
responsible official in the Environmental ministry at the time, Rene Ledesma,
has been suspended from his duties and has been initially fined five times his
daily salary, according to Fisher.
Ledesma issued the permits for the importation of the rockash into the D.R.
from Puerto Rico in the absence of then minister of the Environment Frank
Moya Pons. Moya served in the government of previous president Hipolito
Mejia and reportedly was out of the country when Ledesma made the
decisions.
Fisher is an expert on intemational trade, investment and customs law. "The
inhabitants of samana and Manzanillo, mainly children and the aged, present
pulmonary diseases and skin conditions," said puig. "part of the flbra of the
area that has had contact with the rockash has been affected and tourism in the
zone has fallen significantly."
lndicating that the dumping has had a devastating impact upon the economy of
the communities," Fisher said tourist traffic in samana is off 70% and it is d6wn
sharply as well in Manzanillo. lt's had a profound impact on the health of the
people living near the toxic dumps in terms of respiratory problems and asthma
and some have died in fact."
ln addition to its operations in Puerto Rico, AES also has emerged as the
largest generator of electrical power in the D.R. with a gigantic plant at san
Andres near santo Domingo. lt is headquartered in Arlington, Va. and its chief
executive officer is Richard Darman. Efforts to reach Darman were not
guccgsslul. Exercising an important financial role in AES reportedly is the
Carlyle Group of washington which has such important partners a-s ootn former
secretaries of State James Baker and Henry Kissinger.

The D.R. govemment is negotiating the payment of $80 million by AES and a
period of 60 days has been given to reach an agreement. "ln the event that
dialogue does not give results, the lawyers have been authorized to sue the
company in U.S. courts.
Puig is taking immediate steps to contain the fallout from the dumpings. His
ministry announced that 59,000 tons of the rockash from Samana and
Manzanillo would be incinerated by cemex Dominicana and Domicem, two
cement plants in san Pedro de Macoris and san cristobal. "This process will

cost
$1 million and is the safest and least expensive of four possible solutions
considered by the ministry, universities and environmentalorganizations. "puig
said export of material to another country could cost $20 million for the batch at
samana alone. The minister said the rockash will be incinerated at 2,g00F.
which would reduce the bulk to just 106 of the original amount.

lnterest in the problem has spread to Europe where environmental
organizations like Greenpeace are monitoring the situation closely. Literally half
of the visitors to the country are from Europe and samana traditionally has
been a magnet for French tourists. The D.R. is the largest destination for
tourists in the Caribbean with visitors exceeding 3 million last year. The
destination boasts the largest number of rooms in the region (55,000+). The
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revenues generated by tourism exceed $3 billion.
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